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Insights Savvy Business Buyers MUST Detect

from Employees of Companies for Sale

This report is adapted from a TeleSeminar conducted by Ted J. Leverette, The Original

Business Buyer Advocate ® Since the 1970s, with “Partner" On-Call Network, LLC.

The reason for the TeleSeminar, about buyer interactions with employees, is too many

buyers cause too much trouble. And too many people on the dealmaking playing field do

not know how to adequately handle such interactions.

This report reveals how business buyers are blindsided by the seller’s employees,

and how to avoid it.

You will read about how savvy people buy the right business the right way. The focus is on

small and midsize companies with transaction values up to $20 million.

Another reason I call your attention to the interactions between business buyers . . . and

the employees of companies for sale . . . is because you cannot see the company as it

really is by only talking to owners and managers. They simply don’t see it as it is. They’re

busy handling day-to-day activity and putting out fires. They don't have time to step back

and see their business for what it really is—every strength that gives it a competitive

advantage, and the actual or pending vulnerabilities that threaten its future.

If buyers don’t interact with the seller’s employees, good luck!

http://partneroncall.com/
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SETTING THE STAGE

Those of you who’ve been on the dealmaking playing field for a while know the risks that

may arise. And you also know . . . whether or not you like it . . . that some business

buyers will communicate with employees, and sometimes they’ll do it without the seller’s

permission.

Worse, too many buyers don’t know . . . when and how . . . to communicate with the

seller’s employees, even when they get the seller’s permission.

I don’t know any professional advisors that tell buyers: You can’t and shouldn’t, before

buying a business, interview any of the seller’s employees.

In fact, professional advisors tell buyers that due diligence includes learning about the

attitudes, opinions and intentions of the employees, from the employees themselves,

especially the key employees.

Buyers, sellers and their representatives, rightfully, fear interaction between buyers and

the seller’s employees; it is fraught with legal and business risk. The good news is that

win-win deals can occur when people correctly handle this touchy topic.

I’m going to share with you some of our 500 years collective experience as Business

Buyer Advocates ®. We’ve been on the other side of the dealmaking table for thousands

of potential and actual buy/sell transactions.

The sad truth is quite a few sellers don’t have a clue about what it takes to close win-win

transactions.

Buyers and sellers need to know how to safely handle permissible interactions between

buyers and employees.
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I’m going to answer 20 questions.

This TeleSeminar attracted 100 people from the USA, Canada, the U.K. and elsewhere,

including: Business buyers and sellers and more than a dozen kinds of specialty advisors.

And quite a few sources of financing.

HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO INTERVIEW THE SELLER’S EMPLOYEES?

One of the major reasons why so many buyers suffer bad deals is their failure to

adequately investigate small and midsize companies for sale . . . from the perspective of

a company insider.

The employees of companies for sale can be the buyer's best reality check.

You can discover the real reason for sale. You can materially improve negotiations.

Some owners decide to sell their company upon learning that a key employee may quit

and then compete with the company. Some (but not all) sellers disclose this possibility to

prospective business buyers.

A while back, a client met the owner of a business doing $3,500,000 a year in sales. The

company was started in 1910. It was being run by the grandson of the deceased founder.

The grandson started putting lots of the business’ profits up his nose. The business could

afford his drug habit, but it could not afford his lack of attention to business while he was

high. Profits were declining. Employees were jumping ship because they saw their future

was at risk. My client saved the day.

He had two things the owner desperately needed: (1) He wasn’t a drug addict, and (2) He

knew how to manage and grow a business.
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My client got 51% control of this business without purchasing even 1% of the stock. He

owned 51% of the stock if he stopped the company from losing ground. Not grow, but

simply stop the slide. Why would the seller agree to this? Because he was faced with losing

it all.

Why could my client get this opportunity? Because he knew how.

It is not easy to find one of these deals. In fact, without a very specific search system it’s

nearly impossible to find one. And when you find one, you must know exactly what to do,

in the correct sequence. You must act very quickly, or somebody else gets the deal.

The personnel of a business can be its most significant asset. There may be actual or

latent problems that can undermine the company. Involve a labor attorney if you suspect

red flags, such as the company’s failure to fund or comply with pension and profit sharing

plans, grant employee changes in compensation and perks according to what has been

promised, compliance with union agreements and governmental rules and regulations, the

company’s failure to remit payroll taxes to taxing jurisdictions, present and former

employees’ compliance with nondisclosure agreements and covenants not to compete, and

whether or not there have been or probably will be employees who claim the company

mistreated them.

Buyers start in second gear when they take over a company with disgruntled employees.

The worst case we’ve seen happened to the buyer of a print shop. Within one month of the

buyer taking over, the salesman, production manager and office manager quit. The new

owner, who was a former corporate autocrat, had berated these employees, saying they

were like sheep that needed his direction to accomplish anything. For payback with style,

these people walked out the door for the last time wearing plastic sheep masks. They

leased space across the street, so it was easy for customers to see the new competition. It

took the buyer about one year to go out of business and then another year to wrap up his

divorce.
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WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO ASK EMPLOYEES?

Probe key employees for business and industry intelligence that you can use to manage

the business or a similar company you buy. And then, after you buy a business, you can go

back to employees working for the company you did not buy if you want them to work for

you, especially if their capability is better than what is available in the business you

bought.

Asking naive questions invites misdirection.

When you interview the key employees, with the seller’s advance written permission, don’t

merely ask if they are happy with their relationship with the seller’s company. Ask whether

they intend to retain their relationship on the present terms. And if not, why not? Maybe

ask: Why do you choose to work for this company?

Don’t ignore the reputations of key stakeholders. Ask the employees about the reputation

and reliability of the company’s key customers, employees, landlord, sources of financing

and suppliers.

Don’t forget to search online for info about the seller, the company and its key employees,

customers, suppliers, etcetera.

Discover the seller’s promises to employees. Is there an agreement between the owner

and any employee that provides a benefit to the employee upon the sale of the business?
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WHAT TYPICAL WAYS ARE NEW OWNERS BLINDSIDED BY

EMPLOYEES?

Some sellers promise to pay one or more employees a bonus if the company sells, which is

unknown to you. Imagine how this affects the way employees talk to you about their

company . . . before and after you buy it.

Some of the employees most essential to the company may ask for an unreasonable raise

or promotion; and they threaten to quit.

Competitors make a run at your company’s employees, offering employment too good to

refuse. Departing employees might share sensitive information about your company.

This report shows more ways new owners are blindsided by employees.

WHAT ABOUT CONFLICTS OR INTEGRATION OF MY BUSINESS

CAPABILITIES WITH THE COMPANY’S EMPLOYEES?

Your experience doesn’t have to limit what you can do.

Business owners with fewer than 100 employees, in an American Express poll, were

asked: “How did you learn your job?” 70% said, “On-the-job experience.”

Formal education provides a foundation, but the street-smart skills it takes to do the job

come from doing the job. These owners looked to mentors, such as the former owner,

employees and advisors.

This is another reason why savvy people interact with employees . . . before buying or

investing in the company: You can judge how well you can integrate into the business; you

can identify the employees that will be most useful to you.
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CAN I RELY UPON WHAT EMPLOYEES TELL ME ABOUT THE COMPANY?

You might not be able to hold the employees legally accountable for their

misrepresentations about the company, which they made to you before your acquisition.

Unless your purchase and sale agreement provides for it, you may not have any recourse

against the seller, either, after closing if you relied upon false or misleading information

about the business, which was provided by employees (or anyone besides the seller).

Consider keeping a diary that recounts what people tell you, and ask the seller to confirm,

correct or refute the information.

Watch out for excessively cheerful or optimistic people on the other side of the dealmaking

table; their view of the company or the deal may not be as good, for you, as it really is.

If the company is so great, why are they trying to sell you on it?

Try to be reasonably optimistic; excessive pessimism can sour every deal no matter how

good the deal is or could be.

WHAT HR MATTERS SHOULD MY ATTORNEY REVIEW?

Seek legal counsel for questionable HR matters.

Ask the seller about actual or pending complaints or litigation.

Look into the pension plan’s terms and funding.

Are there any settlement agreements?

Here’s an excerpt from the website of an employment law attorney. Keep these topics in

mind during due diligence:
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 Employment discrimination

 Covenants not to compete

 Drug and alcohol abuse

 Employee benefits (ERISA)

 Employee discipline, evaluation, demotion, discharge

 Employee handbooks, manuals and policies

 Employment agreements

 Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)

 Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

 Federal, state and local administrative charges

 Gender Discrimination (Title VII)

 Glass ceiling audits

 Grievance arbitration

 Hiring and interview procedures

 Independent contractor agreements

 Intentional infliction of emotional distress claims

 Internet, e-mail and technology policies and employee rights

 Labor relations litigation

 Management training, education and seminars

 Mediation

 Minimum wage claims (FLSA)

 Older Workers Benefit and Protections Act (OWBPA)

 Overtime claims (FLSA)

 Privacy in the workplace issues

 Race Discrimination (Title VII and Section 1981)

 Reductions in Force (RIF), plant closing, mass layoff counseling and litigation

 Severance policies and procedures

 Severance agreements

 Settlement agreements

 Sexual harassment training and seminars

 Sexual harassment litigation (Title VII)
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 Supervisor training and seminars

 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

 Trade secrets and confidential information

 Wage and hour compliance, audits and litigation (FLSA)

 Whistleblower claims

 Workplace violence

 Workplace investigations

 Wrongful discharge

SHOULD I BE WORRIED ABOUT DIFFERING PERSPECTIVES OF

EMPLOYEES I INTERVIEW (i.e., CHEERFUL OR UNHAPPY, OPTIMISTIC

OR PESSIMISTIC)?

Maybe.

Don’t be deaf to complaining employees.

Don’t presume employee loyalty.

Don’t assume your perception or the seller’s story is correct about the morale or loyalty of

employees.

See the company’s evaluations of key employees.

Question recent changes to job descriptions.

Changes could spell trouble ahead.

It may signal problems ahead if employees’ perks have been recently reduced.

You should know about the quality of key employees before you buy a business.

Verify that employee classifications match their work.
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Don’t finish due diligence without seeing resumes.

Examine each of the resumes as if you already own the company. Would you hire each key

employee for each respective job description on the terms of their present employment? If

not, why not? And what are you and the seller going to do about it?

Question recent changes to job descriptions.

Employees’ job descriptions/duties recently changing could spell trouble ahead. Before

offering their business for sale, some sellers reduce payroll, reassigning work to

overworked employees. The temporary expense reduction increases “profit” and that

causes uninformed buyers to pay more than the business is worth. The penalty for buyers

doesn’t stop there. It can be difficult to cope with disgruntled employees, with the best of

them moving on to work for competitors.

WHAT RED FLAGS SHOULD I AVOID?

A sneaky tactic some business sellers use is to misleadingly inflate profit, which inflates the

price buyers will pay. Has the company reduced its labor cost with fewer or cheaper

employees to a level that cannot be profitably sustained?

Don’t neglect to monitor online commentary and social messaging. Search for references

to the company for sale, its owner(s), its key employees and the customers, landlord, bank

and suppliers.

Be aware that what you read could be bogus chatter, paid reviews, whether positive or

negative.

Don’t jump into a shallow labor pool.

Is the labor pool of potential employees insufficient or too expensive? Your business will

suffer if you don’t have deep pockets to recruit, train, fund and retain the most efficient

and profitable employees. Expect attacks by competitors. Be aware of employee turnover

and labor shortages for positions that require the most talent.
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Don’t unnecessarily let red flags kill the deal if you can cut a better deal. Fixable

vulnerabilities in the company provide you with opportunity to get concessions from the

seller. And then you can improve the business’ profit after you buy it.

WHAT ABOUT CONTACTING FORMER EMPLOYEES?

Chances are you can uncover lots of gossip, and get insight you may not get anywhere

else . . . if you interview former employees. But you may not see how their biases affect

what they tell you.

Before you reach out to any former employee, talk to your attorney about it, and talk to

the seller, too.

WHAT CAN BUYERS GAIN OR LOSE WHEN TALKING TO COMPANY

EMPLOYEES WITHOUT THE SELLER’S PERMISSION?

Business buyers (and their advisors and representatives) should never contact, interview

or otherwise interact with any employee, former or present, without the business seller's

advanced written permission.

It is a lose-lose proposition to go behind the seller’s back.

You face huge legal liability if you do it. And you can lose the opportunity to buy the

company when the seller finds out what you’ve done.

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO CONVINCE SELLERS TO LET ME

INTERVIEW EMPLOYEES?

Be a welcome guest in the seller’s company.

You undoubtedly will find fault with the company and its employees. But you do not have

to voice it in their presence. Confer with your acquisition team about when and how to

communicate bad news, especially criticism.
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There are numerous ways to convince sellers to let you interact with employees. Here are

ways we’ve done it.

Conduct an Employee Satisfaction Survey. You pose as the survey taker. You interview

key employees. You promise to protect the identity of the employees. You will share with

management what the employees tell you about the company. And then the company can

better-satisfy its employees.

This is when the buyer asks employees to be completely honest. “If things are great please

tell me. If something needs improving please tell me.”

Another proven idea is for the company to ask employees about the possibility of a

Suggestion Box. The owner or manager introduces the employees to the potential buyer

of the company, who is posing as (and is truly acting as) a business improvement

consultant. Ask the employees if they like the idea; get their suggestions about how to

manage the Suggestion Box. And, most of all, ask employees to describe, to you, right

now, one suggestion that has the potential to streamline operations, reduce costs or

increase profit. (You won’t have to ask employees about their satisfaction with their job;

you can detect it by observing how they respond about the Suggestion Box.)

Intelligent sellers like the Employee Satisfaction Survey and/or the Suggestion Box

proposition . . . because their company can immediately benefit from the activity,

regardless of whether or not the company is sold.

If for any reason, no matter how good it sounds, an owner won’t let the buyer talk to talk

to employees, seriously consider walking away from the deal . . . no matter how

sweet the deal seems.

There is no good reason buyers can’t at the very least do a “satisfaction survey” or

introduce themselves as a “consultant” to the company without revealing a transaction

may be imminent.
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WHAT KINDS OF EMPLOYEES ARE THE BEST TO INTERVIEW?

Key employees.

Evaluate the quality of the relationships between and among the key employees and

with the owner and management team.

The time to negotiate the business’ relationship with its key employees is before you buy

the business. Make this a condition of closing.

Ask the seller why nobody in his family wants to buy the business. Why isn’t he selling the

business to a key employee or a competitor? Are you the only person who might buy this

business?

A business broker says, “In my experience, about 30% of the businesses that change

hands do so between the seller and seller's family members or to an existing employee.

These businesses are never ‘On the Market.’” Knowing this motivates savvy buyers to

determine why the business for sale is being offered to them instead of the seller's family

members or to an employee or perhaps an ESOP. If they don’t want the business, should

you?

HOW CAN I DISCOVER IF THERE ARE PEOPLE WORKING FOR THE

COMPANY BUT NOT BEING PAID OR NOT BEING PAID BY THE

SELLER’S COMPANY?

Are there phantom employees?

Are there family members or employees of another firm, which the seller or someone

else owns, who work for the company?

How many people working for the business, even part-time, are not on the business’

payroll?
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Unfunded and contingent liabilities mean cash crunches. Accrued vacation and other

accrued paid time off can be a hidden liability. What is the value of it?

Must it be paid in cash to terminating employees? Who will do the work, at what additional

cost, when employees consume their benefit? What about underfunded or unfunded

pension plans, warranties and service contracts?

Screen for these things early in your review of companies for sale.

HOW CAN I LEARN ABOUT THE COMPANY’S HISTORY WITH THEFT OR

EMBEZZLEMENT?

Ask everyone you interview about it.

Beware of businesses vulnerable to theft or embezzlement. Experts report that company

employees steal and embezzle more than outsiders. Pre-employment screening is the first

line of defense. Policies, procedures, control, surveillance, fidelity bonds, reporting and

supervision can keep a tight rein on assets, intellectual property, purchasing and anything

else you don’t want to lose.

Think twice before knowingly purchasing the kind of business where theft and

embezzlement is prevalent. The best time to avoid this risk is while searching for

worthwhile acquisitions.
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ARE THERE ACTUAL OR LATENT COSTS RELATING TO EMPLOYEES

THAT MAY NOT SHOW UP ON THE BUSINESS’ BOOKS?

Identify recent labor cost increases and decreases.

When was the last time employees got a raise? Is the pay scale and benefit package up to

par with what employees could earn elsewhere? Is a union organizer sniffing about? What

about health insurance? (When you examine the cost of insurance, see if there has been a

change in coverage or deductible.)

If it’s been awhile, is it likely that the business’ costs will rise after you buy it? If so, adjust

the historical and future profit and then adjust your purchase price accordingly.

WHAT ABOUT APPLICABLE GOVERNMENTAL LICENSES, TRAINING OR

EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS?

Few small business owners are sufficiently informed about state and federal laws and

regulations pertaining to employees. It is better to be surprised before than after you buy

if non-exempt employees are misclassified as exempt. They could have a claim for unpaid

overtime according to the Fair Labor Standards Act. The overtime pay requirement may

not be waived by agreement between the employer and the employee. The overtime pay

requirement cannot be met through the use of compensatory time off (comp time). You

can find on the Internet an online Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) Overtime Calculator

Advisor, which will help you understand the law and its application.

Are there any federal or state licenses, training or education requirements that this

business’ employees must have? Do the employees comply? Will pending rule changes

affect the company?
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HOW CAN I EVALUATE THE CAPABILITY AND INTEGRITY OF KEY

EMPLOYEES?

Don’t skip the background check; do it early.

It is easy. You can do it yourself in a few hours with minimal cost. Don’t underestimate the

importance of determining integrity of the seller, key employees and other important

stakeholders. You could regret it if you fail to accurately judge it in advance.

HOW CAN I ZERO IN ON THE COMPANY’S ORGANIZATIONAL AND

CULTURAL ATTRIBUTES?

Avoid businesses with cultural clashes.

If your career has been with white collar workers, be sure you can handle blue collar

workers if you buy a company dependent upon them.

If you think young people expect to be entitled, without earning it or praised simply for

showing up, it is probably not a good idea to own that company.

Self-sufficiency is one of the most valuable, and rare, characteristics among employees. To

what degree does the business require people who can usefully think for themselves?

Don’t ignore implications of changing trends.

Social and legal pressure, and a declining unemployment rate, is forcing-up the minimum

wage . . . and wages in general.

Some companies are replacing fulltime workers with part-timers. This can adversely

affect employee morale, productivity, recruitment and turnover.
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HOW CAN I COMPARE MY MANAGERIAL STYLE TO HOW THE COMPANY

HAS BEEN MANAGED?

Arguably, more important than the worthiness of a potential deal is your ability to fit into

the company, and its employees and its industry. In other words, the company could be

wonderful but not be right for you.

The good news is you can evaluate this, before making an investment, while you are

interacting with the seller and other people that influence the company.

Caveat: It is riskier to buy a business outside your business experience (i.e., you’re from

manufacturing but you want to own a retailer). The more you venture outside your

experience, the more important becomes your advisory team, before and after your

acquisition, and the more important are the qualifications of the company’s employees and

the exiting owner’s assistance to you as you transition into the company.

WHAT ABOUT POST-SALE RETENTION OF EMPLOYEES?

Don’t be blind to employees jumping ship.

During due diligence evaluate the roster of employees, paying particular attention to the

reasons for turnover. And then, upon your arrival, post-acquisition, find out about

employees that have been complaining to former management or among themselves. This

can be a big problem if it is an indicator of coming events.

When the company changes hands, employees don’t know what to expect; some will

expect the worst. Immediately neutralize their concern.

Don’t make it easy for key employees to leave.
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One of the best ways to retain the most valuable employees is for the company to enter

into employment agreements with them. Make it worthwhile for them to stay with the

company, and to perform on mutually agreeable terms.

Paying a reasonable retention bonus or increasing pay or benefits may be less expensive

than what it could cost to replace a key employee and then train the replacement.

Once you are in control, do not rush to upset the apple cart.

Don’t overlook a holdback of funds provision for your purchase and sale agreement.

This is another task for your attorney. In this case the buyer does not want the entire

purchase price conveyed to the seller, especially some or all of the buyer’s down payment,

which is held in escrow pending transfer to the seller, until certain events transpire as

agreed in the purchase and sale agreement. Among the common events that may occur

after closing: Retention of key employees.

Don’t expect a welcome mat from constituencies.

Immediately meet in person with employees, customers, suppliers, landlord and sources of

financing. Establish rapport and a means to foster open, prompt communication.

BONUS Q

Too many buyers don’t ask sellers and seller representatives this catch-all

question:

Is there any information that you know of that has not been disclosed to me, which might

have a bearing on the viability or the value of this business?

Worse, too many buyers asking the question let the seller get away with a non-definitive

answer.
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Here’s a tip: Get the seller’s answer to this catch-all question in writing and make it part of

your purchase and sale agreement.

Now, as for your interactions with employees, unless the seller has informed the

employees, whom you will interview with the seller’s written permission, you cannot

refer to the fact that the company is or might be for sale.

If you let the cat out of the bag, you can expect a forceful response, and it won’t be good

for you. You will need a good defense attorney and lots of time and money to cope with

the aftermath of mishandling sellers and their employees.

Final tip: If you or people you represent haven’t read my how-to books, please do it . . .

to achieve better deals. They go way beyond what you read in this report.

Preview my books:

How to Buy the Right Business the Right Way—Dos, Don’ts & Profit Strategies

How to Get ALL the Money You Want For Your Business Without Stealing It

(USA and Canadian versions.)

A little background . . . since the 1970s, business buyers have been hiring me to find

worthwhile businesses for sale, and then I help them achieve profitable done deals.

Since the 1990s, I’ve been training people who want start or diversify their professional

practice, so it includes business buyer advisory.

In 2010, I began training some of the top business brokers so they can earn non-

contingent consulting fees from business buyers . . . when those brokers are not

representing sellers.

I, and the Business Buyer Advocates I’ve trained, have amassed more than 500 years

collective experience, covering thousands of deals.

http://partneroncall.com/dont/
http://partneroncall.com/creative-financing/
http://partneroncall.com/join-us/
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Thank you for reading this report, and best wishes for your continued prosperity!

Please send email to me from my website: PartnerOnCall.com.

Ted J. Leverette

This report, published by “Partner" On-Call Network, LLC, is intended as general information; it
may not be relied on as advice, which can only be given by the publisher and/or Ted J. Leverette
based on all the relevant facts and circumstances of a particular situation for which the client has
paid an advisory fee and only according to the written agreement between the parties. Please
contact us for a consultation regarding your particular situation.
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